Abstract-As information science,super-large-scale integrated cir-cuit and computer science develop rapidly,digital signal processing (DSP) has become a new and independent discipline since FFT algorithm was put forward in 1965. It permeates almost the all fields of engineering, science and technology. Signal filter is an important part of the application of DSP, so the design of the filter has been the basic content of digital signal processing. Owing to the advances in digital computer technology and software development, this discipline has made great progress and develop-ment, and the MATLAB provides a computational simulation platform for it.In this paper, the computability algorithm and transfer function algorithm of digital filter equation are analyzed, and are verified and determined through the MATLAB.
INTRODUCTION
Before the implementation of digital filter in the form of hardware, the algorithm must be implemented in software to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm we choose. Firstly, the time domain equations of digital filter should be arranged in a proper order to ensure its computability. Secondly, symbols analysis method or the computer simulation can be used to determine the transfer function. Finally, the structure of filter should be simulated and verified, and make sure that there is no miscalculation or other errors in the process of implementation, while guaranteeing that the transfer function can describe the filter accurately.
II. THE COMPUTABILITY ALGORITHM ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL FILTER

A. The Description of Digital Filter Matrix
In time domain, digital filter can be described in a set of input sequence and output sequence relation equation or a set of input sequence, output sequence and intermediate variables relation equation. Figure 1 shows a direct Ⅱ type IIR digital filter. Except the input and output nodes, the rest are all decelerator's input or output nodes, and state variable method can be used to list the state and output equation of this filter [2] [3] . Figure 1 . the direct Ⅱ type IIR digital filte 
(1)
Before calculating the following variables, the variable in the left of each equation can be calculated directly without the results of equations at the back. Only set one node variable for decelerator input or output nodes, it can make the numbers of equations least, but its computer implementation is not easy. In figure 2 , it shows a cascade type digital filter, the label order of its node variables is shown in the figure. Obviously we cannot solve the equation set by given sequence, so this equation set cannot describe an effective calculation method. We call the equation set of this sequence is incalculable.
Reorder:
International Conference on Computer Science and Service System (CSSS 2014) After the matrix analyzed, to make the equation set calculated, the diagonal elements and all elements above diagonal of matrix F should be zero. Figure 3 is the signal flow graph of cascade lattice digital filter. For the input signal can be sure, the output signal of the decelerator is the input signal of the moment before; the simplified flow diagram as shown in figure 4 can be obtained after removing the branches from input nodes and delay branches [1] .
B. Prior figure of computability test of digital filter equation
Divide the simplified signal flow diagram into groups; In the first group{N 1 }={w 3 (n),w 5 (n)}, there are only the node set without output branches; In the second group {N 2 }={w 1 (n)}, the nodes have input branches which come from {N 1 } and they have output branches; In the third group {N 3 }={w 2 (n)},the nodes have input branches which come from {N 1 } and {N 2 } and output branches; In the fourth group {N 4 }={w 4 (n),y(n)},the nodes have input branches which come from {N 1 }、{N 2 } and {N 3 },but they have not output branches. Calculate the signal variables of every set in order from {N 1 }、{N 2 }、{N 3 } to{N 4 }, which ensures the computability of the algorithm. If there is no {N 4 } that contains only the set of input branches, the signal flow graph is incalculable. The prior figure is as shown in figure  5 after the nodes are divided into groups again. 
C. Based on Digital filter can be calculated by computer test and computability equation algorithm
Using professor Ssanjit k.Mitra modification can be tested in MATLAB's M file P_G_A with D delay timer and M multipliers of the computability of digital filter, and can get the computability equation algorithm. P_G_A (delay, mult) function, input delay time delay vector is a 2×D matrix, each column of the two elements, respectively, for the time delay of input node number and output node number, input vector mult multiplier is a 3×M matrix, each column of the three elements respectively for the input node number, output node number of multiplier and coefficient. If the structure of the digital filter can be calculated, the equations are given before and after the reordering of F and G number order of matrix and can calculate equation; If the structure of the digital filter is incalculable, give an error message "STRUCTUR NOT COMPUTABLE".
% The results: Num = 2.000 13.000 1.000 Den = 1.000 19.000 3.000 Therefore, the transfer function of this filter is
